Evaluation of candidate genes in the absence of positional information: a poor bet on a blind dog!
More than 350 inherited diseases have been reported in dogs and at least 50% of them have human counterparts. To remove the diseases from dog breeds and to identify canine models for human diseases, it is necessary to find the mutations underlying them. To this end, two methods have been used: the functional candidate gene approach and linkage analysis. Here we present an evaluation of these in canine retinal diseases, which have been the subject of a large number of molecular genetic studies, and we show the contrasting outcomes of these approaches when dealing with genetically heterogeneous diseases. The candidate gene approach has led to 377 published results with 23 genes. Most of the results (66.6%) excluded the presence of a mutation in a gene or its coding region, while only 3.4% of the results identified the mutation causing the disease. On the other hand, five linkage analysis studies have been done on retinal diseases, resulting in three identified mutations and two mapped disease loci. Mapping studies have relied on dog research colonies. If this favorable application of linkage analysis can be extended to dogs in the pet population, success in identifying canine mutations could increase, with advantages to veterinary and human medicine.